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With more than five centuries of Ot-
toman history and a Muslim-majority
population, modern Bosnia and Herce-

govina brims with Islamic heritage. This land of
Grand Viziers, magnificent imperial mosques and
delicious Muslim cuisine is the perfect place to
get a deeper understanding of the history and in-
fluence of Islamic culture in Europe.

Stare in awe at a ‘Sinan’
There are Muslim architects and then there’s

Mimar Sinan. Born around 1490, Sinan became
the chief architect for the Ottoman Empire. The
magnificent ten-arched stone bridge over the
River Drina at Vioegrad is the only confirmed
‘Sinan’ in Bosnia and Hercegovina (BiH), and the
master architect’s fingerprints are all over this vi-
sion of symmetrical engineering. Built in 1577 and
commissioned by locally born Ottoman Grand
Vizier Sokollu Mehmet Pasha, the bridge has al-

ready survived five centuries and looks solid
enough to easily last another five.

Lose yourself in a mystical dhikr
The Sufi lodge at Blagaj sits at the mouth of

the River Buna with a huge cliff rising up behind
it - a truly awe-inspiring sight. Maybe that’s why
the mystical Muslims chose this spot to build their
tekija, or monastery, some five hundred years ago.
Today, the musafirhana (guest house) and turbe
(mausoleum) are part tourist site and part places
of worship, with selected dhikr (remembrance)
sessions even open to the public. This means any-
one can respectfully take part in this unique spir-
itual form of Muslim worship - rhythmic chanting
and movement - practised here since Islam first
came to BiH.

Honour the fallen at Srebrenica
There’s no getting away from it. The bullet

9 ways to explore
Bosnia’s Islamic heritage

The Stari Most (literally ‘old bridge’) is a 16th-century Ottoman bridge that spans across the river Neretva.

The 16th-century Gazi-Husrevbey Mosque was named after Bosnia’s second Ottoman governor.


